
1. Title:  What can earthquake and volcano locations tell us?

2. Contributing Teacher:  Richard Meyer, Pine River-Backus Schools, November14th, 2009

3. Suggested Grade Level:  Middle School, High School

4. Time Required: 1-2 class periods for the use of the program depending on the students and the

time used to introduce the computer program.  1 period for the review/discussion of what was

learned and any extensions used. 

5. Materials and Technology Needed: Windows computer, Software:  Seismic/Eruptions (see

resources below), Projector if being done as a demonstration, handout for students.

6. Safety Considerations: None.

  

7. Teacher Preparation:  Decide if this will be a demonstration type of activity led by you or

students will be working with the software.  Install or have the software Seismic/Eruption on

the appropriate number of computers. 

8. Objectives and Learning Outcomes: 

1.  Students will learn where the majority of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions take

place.

2.  Students will hypothesize explanations for the locations of the earthquakes and

volcanoes.

3. Students will use the software to get an idea of the locations of earthquakes compared

to their depth.

4.  Students will begin an investigation into the different types of plate boundaries.

9. Purpose:  To have students understand the relationship between earthquakes and volcanoes to

plate boundaries.

10. Procedure:  This activity could be used at the beginning of a section on Plate Tectonics or it

could be used at the end.  My preference is to use it at the beginning of a unit in order to gain

data to support the theory of plate tectonics.

1.  Hand out the student question/guide sheet (see guide sheet below).  

2.  Have the students work their way through the worksheet.  Exploring the data displayed by

the program.

3.  Have students discuss the results in small groups and then as a class.

11. Results/Analysis:  In discussing the results, the main section is to look for the different types of

locations – #7 on the Student Handout.  Project the program on a screen and ask students to

explain and show the locations of different types of boundaries.  Ask them for

explanations/hypothesis  to explain the differences between the boundaries.  Use these

hypothesis to start a discussion of plate tectonic boundaries.

12. Teacher Reflections: Some students will find the program easy and fun to use.  Others will

struggle with the mechanics of the program.  For those students that struggle with the cross-

section part, you can point them to the North American / Alaska Map and the Cook Inlet Cross-

Section (set up and will run).



13. Extensions:  The program does have the capability of setting up user maps.  This allows the

user to zoom in on one section. Go to Map / Make own map.  The creator of this program also

has one called Seismic Waves.  This program can be used as a demonstration of the propagation

of earthquake waves through the Earth.  Another program that goes out to the web and gets

updated earthquake data is 3D Earthquake.  This can be useful in looking at current data.

14. Assessment Suggestions:  Collection of the handouts.  Discussion taking place regarding

different types of boundaries.  After a discussion of plate tectonics, students could be asked to

go back to the program and name the different types of plate boundaries.  I would do this part

by projecting the program and picking different locations and having students describe how the

earthquake data supports one type of plate boundary or another.

 

15. Standards Addressed:  Several Minnesota science standards are addressed.  At the 8th grade

level:  Earth Structure and Processes – This includes the interaction of earth layers causing plate

tectonics:  
8.3.1.1.2 Correlate the distribution of ocean trenches, mid-ocean ridges and mountain ranges to volcanic and seismic

activity.

8.3.1.1.3 Recognize that major geological events, such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and mountain building,

result from the slow movement of tectonic plates.  

16. References/Resources:

Seismic/Eruption Software http://bingweb.binghamton.edu/~ajones/  Scroll down on the

page to find the link to the software.  Dr. Jones also has another useful program called

Seismic Waves.  They are both for Windows and free to use.

3D Earthquake software http://www.wolton.net/quake.html  There is a free version and a

purchased version.  I have been using the free version.



Earthquakes and Volcanoes:  Where are they located?

Name(s): ________________________________________________________  Period: _____

You are going to be using a program called

Seismic Eruptions.  The software uses

information from the United States

Geological Survey (USGS) to map/plot

earthquakes and or volcanic eruptions since

1960.  It can be updated to the current date

by going to Options/Update hypocenters via

Internet.  (Depending on the installation,

this may or may not work on your

computers.  Your teacher will tell you if you should not try to update the data.)

Starting the program and exploring the options:

Start the program from the start menu or the shortcut on the desktop.  There are many options

and choices that you can explore.  The following are the guides for your initial exploration so

that you learn some of the things that you can control.

1.  When the program starts, click on South America.  The program will start running.  At the

bottom of the screen you will find a control bar.  You can click on Pause and Play at any time.

2.   You can change the speed of the program by clicking the up or down arrows next to the

speed.  In the picture above, the current speed is 3 months per second. 

You can turn off Earthquakes or Eruptions (volcanoes)  By checking the

box next to each or unchecking it. 

In the middle below the speed, you can control which earthquakes and

eruptions are displayed. The bigger the number the bigger the

earthquake or eruption that will be displayed.  Anything smaller than the

cutoff will not be displayed. 

The Step forward and reverse buttons are useful to get information

about the individual events being plotted on the map.

a.  What is the beginning date for the data that is being displayed?

b.  What is the date of the last event displayed?

c.  Turn off the earthquakes and click on repeat to see just volcanic eruptions.  Describe the



location of the volcanic eruptions.

d. Turn off the volcanic eruptions and just run the earthquakes being displayed.  How does

the location of earthquakes compare to the location of the eruptions?

e.  Besides the continent of South America, describe other locations shown that have

earthquakes.

3. Click the back button in the lower left corner.  This will take you back to the world map.

Select Europe. 

f.  Describe the locations of earthquakes and eruptions in Europe:

g.  Describe the locations of earthquakes in Africa:

4.  Click the back button and then select North American Group.  Explore at least 3 of these

sections.

h.  List the three different sections/maps that you watched and describe something learned from

the map:

h1. __________________________________________________________________

h2. __________________________________________________________________

h3. __________________________________________________________________

5. So far you have been looking at the surface of the earth and

locating the earthquakes and eruptions.  In this section you will

explore what is happening beneath the surface of the earth.

Go to the Asia and then the Japan section.  Let the program run.  In

order to look at the section that is in the lower right hand side from

inside the Earth / cross-section, you need to:

• Go to Control / Set up Cross-Section View.

• A control window will open at the bottom of the screen.

Adjust the settings in this control panel to match the diagram

below.  The Azimuth controls the angle on the screen that the selection box will have.

The length and width control the size of the box.  Click on Redraw.

• A white box should open up on the screen.   Sometimes it

is only partially visible.  Drag it to cover the area that you

want to look at in Cross Section. Move it to go over the

lower right hand part of the map. When it is set up, click

on OK.

• As the program is running, go to Control / Map View/3-



D/Cross-Section and select Cross-Section View.

• The screen will change to a black box

with the depth shown along the sides.

Earthquakes that take place inside that

box that you put onto the map will be

displayed.

  i.  Describe the results of this cross-section

view:

____________________________________

      ____________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

6. Select 2 or 3 other areas from various maps and look at them in Cross-Section.  One suggestion is to

do a Cross-Section using the South American map.  Make the box 1200-1500 km long and 300km

wide.  The Azimuth can be 0.  Place the box so that the volcano Lascar is included.  

Which areas did you do a cross-section of?  (Describe the locations.)  How did these cross-sections

compare to the cross-section that you did on the Japan map?

j.  

k.  

7. Run the program for the World Map.  Describe at least 4 different types of locations where

earthquakes and volcanic eruptions take place.  Include an example location that represents one of

these locations.  The first is done as an example.

l.  Along the edge of an Ocean / Continent boundary.  The west cost of South America is an

example.  The majority of earthquakes are shallower closer to the ocean and are deeper the farther

into the continent.

m.

n.

o.

How can you explain the differences between these types of locations?


